What is the diplomacy and when it appeared.
We can't speak about the diplomacy before the appearence of the state. Studying the documents which treat diplomacy history, we see that this history covers , in fact , the international relationships history . This confusion relies on the manner how lots of authors treat the evolution of statal exchanges in their works using the term of "history diplomacy" or " diplomatic history". If we try to comare international relationships history and diplomacy history, we understand that the former studies the appearance and development of the great internationat problems by making an analysis of their psychological sauses , interests and interactions.
Definitions
To better understand what the term of diplomacy covers , I will furthermore present several definitions given by the personalities who studied and worked with this throughout its history . Here are some of these definitions: Diplomacy, says Valeria Mohoc, acts as a mixture of gesture and words that a diplomat has in mind both addressed to influential person just to make him or her a successful one. [1] According to Oxford Dictionary , diplomacy represents the leadership of international relationships by means of specific methods as well as negociations , all possible due to participations of ambassadorsand special sent national representatives. [2] Diplomacy-familiar noun: 1. Activity done by the state workers as well as its abroad representatives or agencies meant to achieve the external political aims of a certain state. 2. Sometimes with a pejorative meaning: ability to behave in a diplomatic routine way. To this central ring one has to link lots of convergent threads , a whole and full of shades diplomacy . Galaction , O ,I 396 Our romanianwriter ,I.L.Caragiale mentions diplomacy in his literary works by saying : " One has to have a little diplomacy!" DOI: 10.1515/kbo-2017-00403. Career , working as a diplomat, job, diplomatic structure , Diplomatic as he was ,he could have enter diplomacy , too . [3] . Another Romanian ,Cezar Petrescu, used the term of diplomacy as well: "I have some dresses for Sabina. Some diplomacy will be necessary to make her accept them". Cezar Petrescu. [4] The Explicative Romanian Language Dictionary gives the following definition to diplomacy: All methods, means and activities used by a state in the field of international relationships in order to achieve its objectives and sins of external polities. Tact, ability, dexterity, elegancy, intelligence and wisdom. [5] 3. Short history of diplomacy Appeared from Antiquity, diplomacy evaluated during history on different forms being determinated by the type of relationships among states. Speaking about diplomacy in its today forms , we have to underline that it appeared only in the XIVth century, after the neissance and spreading of the commercial and political international relationships due to the appearance of the first permanent diplomatic relationship. Starting with the XIXth-XXth centuries, as a result of the international relationships , the diplomatic activity is no longer centered on cutumiar norms but it develop in respect of norms and principles of international law such as: respecting state sovereignity, refering norms to diplomatic imunities and priviligies, diplomatic levels and classes. this is the period when the achieving diplomacy form is different from the previous ones because it takes place under the shelter of diplomatic negociations, people use diplomatic correspondence while another important role is played by the participation at diplomatic conferences and congreses. The appearance of the international organizations, those high leveled reunions inside these organizations and implications of the diplomatic missions , all contribute to the achievement of the understanding among world's states. Speaking about achieving form, the diplomatic activity among different states is possible thriugh special national institutions created inside states just for their external relationships. This activity is done inside each state by the chief of the state , the government, the Ministry of External Affairs and outside it by the diplomatic missions, the commercial representatives and consulates. As a consequence of mankind's evolution and the conflictual problems appeared in the middle of diplomatic relationships at on an international level, was born the necesity of creating some international institutions which should be able to ensure unique control and fair solving of all problems regarding relationships among states. For this purpose, each state must at national level an institution which could represent its interests. That's why The Diplomatic Service was created and it includes: -The Ministry of External Affaires having the status of central institution; -The Diplomatic Missions including the permanent representatives affiliated to the international organismes as well as on-thespot delegations and missions ; -The Consular Offices ; -some other units created to facilitate the activity of the diplomatic services , here including , for example , the instruction and recycling process of all the necessary diplomatic staff. [7] It also has to exercise: -the negociating function with the government of this state -the informing role by legal strategies; about the conditions and the events evolution from the acreditor state and , not last of all, to promote friendship reports to develop economical, cultural and scientifical relationships between those two states (art.3) Throught art 4-7 , The Convention also specifies the nominating procedure for the head of the diplomatic misssions throught art 8. , the citizenship of diplomatic staff at 13 th article , the starting moment of the functional diplomatic representative while at art.14-17 classes of head missions are specified. In order to achieve eficiently the diplomatic functions, the Conventions establishes imunities and priviligies focused on the diplomatic missions as well as those to be enjoyed by the members of the missions staffs, respectively, their families. Throught art 21,25 and 26 the Convention underlines the duties of the diplomatic mission towards the acreditar state essentialy fosusing on respecting lawes, not involving into internal affaires of the states. In a corelative way The Convention specifies the duty that acreditar state has to do all its best to fullfill the mission functions. At present, 61 states became part of this convention by signing and accepting its conditions.
Cooperation to diminish internationl criminality
Criminality has no frontiers. Criminals act regardless existing cinventional borders . Lately overborders criminality increased both in to greater number of participantsin an organized form as well as in its diversity forms starting from minor criminality and climbing to its most powerfull organizing form-human traffic and terrorism.
As an answer to this phenomenom, the police institutions founded the so-called " Internal Attached" which cames to complete the activity of the existing traditional international institutions such as the Interpol and Europol. [ 
